An assessment is made of the potential for direct lattice imaging to be used for the determination of local chemical composition in alloys by localized lattice parameter measurements. The principle involves correlation of electron microscopy lattice fringe image spaeings with composition. It is found that in favorable circumstances (e.g., Fe-C, Al-Cu, Au-Ni) composition differences of the order of 3% can be detected with a resolution of 20 ~-In addition the results indicate. that for many cases the method both has higher resolution and is more precise than currently available,alternative analytical techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
In understanding alloy behavior at the atomic level the following basic information is needed: i) the local chemical composition;
ii) variations in crystalline structure;
iii) the role and configuration of lattice defects.
The direct lattice fringe imaging technique of transmi.ssion electron microscopy (TEM) is capable of providing such information at the atomic plane level in crystalline solids, as has been demonstrated, especially for the latter two,in studies of a variety of phase transformations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The This problem is one of the most intractable in materials characterization and one for which lattice imaging appears to be an exciting new development.
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II.' MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANAR SPACINGS
Lattice imaging is now established as a very powerful method for characterizing the physical structure of materials especially in cases where large localized strain effects (e.g. at dislocation lines) are not of principle concern.
A main problem now is that of obtaining highly localized information about chemical.-content. The present basis for establishing composition using high resolution techniques lies in the interrelation of interplanar spacing (i.e., lattice parameter) with chemical composition (Vegard's law), which is considered in later se.ctions. The certainty of the composition determination depends on the precision with which the lattice spacing can be measured, the latter being obtained either directly by processing measurements from the image or indirectly from their associated optical diffraction patterns [4] .
Direct measurements can be made either on a print or by using a microdensitometer trace from the original electron microscope negative.
The experimental uncertainty arises in defining the origin and end-point of the fringe sample ( Fig. 1 ), which should be at an identical position for both £ringes (e.g. the peak position is often the easiest to specify).
The absolute error is the same for all measurements but clearly the relative error decreases with the number of fringes sampled. From our measurements on a variety o.f fringe images, the error in a single-fringe spacing determination is assessed to be within ±(5-10%) depending on the quality of the image in the. area of interest. Increasing the number of fringes over which the measurement is made proportionately decreases this error. Typical values are given in Table I . Highest precision is attained by using the greatest number of fringes but, by so doing, the localized scale of the information is sacrificed thus losing resolution. Depending on the circumstances a compromise must t.herefore he made between accuracy and resolution. The decision whether to use microdensitometer traces or the prints depends on the quality of the fringe profile. In our experience the eye is rather good at reproducing peak positions on a print and it is rare for an advantage to be gained by microdensitome~ry. This conclusion was also reached by Phillips [7] . However, it becomes useful in processing long sequences of measurements such as the spinodal analyses described in Section IV.2.
In the optical diffraction pattern from the lattice image, the position of the reflections is related to the reciprocal of the average fringe spacing contained in the selecting aperture. Using a laser optical system, this aperture can be as small as the equivalent of 10 R diameter,limited by the Fraunhofer scattering of the aperture itself [4] , so that very localized fringe spacing analyses can b~ carried out. In this case the error is due to difficulties in locating the maxima of the diffracted spots, the quality of the image tending to have less influence.
For smaller apertures, the diffracted spots are broader thus increasing the uncertainty. A single fringe diffraction pattern, for instance, is -6-a continuous streak, for which the error is:± oo (Table I) . With small usable apertures an error similar to the direct print measurement is attained. However, as the aperture size increases perfectly sharp diffraction spots are often not obtained (e.g. Fig. 2 ) and it is difficult to increase the precision to be better than ± 0.5%.
Thus for 2R lattice fringes, in favorable circumstances a single spacing can be specified to ± 0. Two further points of interest concern complementary utilization of the direct image or optical diffraction methods. Firstly, as the fringe spacing decreases, the fringe profile becomes more poorly defined and it is much more difficult to make accurate measurements on the image. Conversely, the spacing of the optical diffraction spots increases and now its relative error correspondingly decreases. Secondly, rather sharp diffraction spots can often be obtained from poor quality lattice images (e.g. Fig. 3 ). Thus for closely spaced or poorly defined fringes, the optical diffraction method may well provide superior fringe spacing data, whereas in large spacing materials the direct image is normally preferable. This point will be illustrated in Section IV. can be seen that high precision is necessary in order to obtain accurate compositions and that, in this situation, resolution must be sacrificed considerably. For instance, to detect a 10% change in composition, better than 0.1% accuracy is needed which requires a measurement over at least 50 fringes, typically 100 R in alloy systems. Even this figure is still superior to the analytical techniques currently available.
For 0.5% accuracy over 20 R, large changes in composition can be detected and in some instances this is sufficient, as will be seen in Section IV. in Al-Cu by Phillips [7] . Strain effects are likely to be more important in these situations (see section V).
An extremely important class of alloys lies in this latter category, viz. the interstitial solid solutions, particularly C and N in steel.
For example, nitrogen ferritic steel has a variation of 0.007 ~ per atomic percent nitrgen [8] i.e., a slope-23%. Thus it is feasible to extract extremely precise values of interstitial profiles by lattice imaging, with gross carbon and nitrogen segregations detectable at atomic plane level. We predict therefore that the technique will prove extremely useful in studies of steel for determining the distribution of atomic species, particularly the interstitials. This is of particular importance since these elements have .low atomic numbers and are often difficult to analyse by standard spectroscopic analytical methods, e.g. X-rays. The prediction has recently been verified by Koo and Thomas [9] who imaged the (lOJ) planes in ferrite and martensite simultaneously in duplex Fe-2% Si -0.1% C steels. A difference in fringe spacing was observed which corresponded to the carbon concentration in martensite expected from the tie-line composition at the (a + y) aging temperature prior to quenching. The above results demonstrate how lattice imaging can be used for studying systems with large spacing variations (c.f. Fig.4 ) and it is -12-to be expected from Table I that its application would be limited in da low de systems. This reservation is true to a certain extent, but it is surprising what can still be derived from such alloys. Figure 8 shows an analysis of the .(200) d-spacings in a Cu-Ni-Cr alloy aged for a short time [12] . In this system x-ray diffraction data show the maximum lattice parameter difference (~a) between the segregating fcc phases to be only 1% [12] . Nevertheless, the profile of 
IV. 3. Lattice Constants
It can be seen from Table I that if averaged over a large number of fringes then very precise average spacings may be established, so that the technique becomes a high precision method for lattice constant determination. However, for reliable absolute values the microscope magnification must be known exactly. Although this may be found from a standard specimen, sufficient variation occurs just from day to day and from specimen to specimen that a nominal microscope magnification setting is rarely reproduced exactly. In fact, variations occasionally over 5% have been found in our microscopes during the period of installation so "' 0 0 7 0 -13-that it is not possible to trust the setting at any particular time.
This means that accurate lattice parameters of a single phase specimen are extremely difficult to obtain, requiring very careful calibrations for each image. However, local deviations from the mean may be established as described above.
A situation where lattice constants may be readily obtained is in a two-pr multi-, phase system in which one of the phases is well characterized (e.g. by X-rays) and can be treated as a standard. This is the case for ordered Mg 3
Cd thin foils where the hexagonal no 19 and orthorhombic
Bl9 phases coexist [6, 13] (see Fig. 9 ). Using the no 19 phase as the reference, the Bl9 constants, found from images and optical diffractograms, are compared in Table II to those predicted from x-ray analysis (extrapolated to the composition 25% Cd from data in Pearson [14] ). The results
show excellent correlation and emphasize the points made in Section II:
(i) that direct measurements on the image are more accurate than those on diffractograms and (ii) that microdiffraction is less precise than macrodiffraction (as seen from the uncertainty in results obtained from the 30 Rand 300 R equivalent diameter apertures respectively). Similar measurements can also be made for dispersed second phase particles such as ordered nuclei in a disordered-matrix. This is the condition of partially ordered Mg 3 Cd [6] . It can be seen in Table II that once again the lattice constants are those expected of the Bl9 phase.
It must be pointed out that these latter values were taken (i) from not discuss heterog~neities such as G.P. zones [7] for whi,ch the strains are large. Ih terms of spatial resolliltion this new approach is superior to conventional TEM methods such as electron microscopy with microanalysis EMMA, (-1000 ~) [15] and electron velocity analysis (-100 ~) [16] , and
• to scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with x-ray microanalysis (-500 ~as currently available) (17] . In the future, electron velocity analysis in a scanning TEM with a field emission source may be able to achieve similar resolutions. Field-ion microscopy (FIM) with an atom probe [18] increases from zero, the observed spacing can also increasingly deviate from the true spacing, depending on the specimen thickness and shape [20) . In our experiments we take care to be as close to the Bragg condition as possible by reference to the diffraction-pattern from the area of interest and to the position of the appropriate bend 'countour.
It also transpires that the lattice fringe visibility rapidly deteriorates as the orientation departs from s = o (e. g. ref. [2] ), so in· fact obtaining good quality images goes a long way in ensuring close proximity to the desired orientation. The situation where large,very localized changes occur in lattice,configurations (and hence Bragg diffracting conditions) such as at dislocations is a more complex problem which is currently undergoing theoretical investigation [21] .
The second point concerns lattice constraints, which are manifested in the last example (Section IV. It must also be pointed out that these conclusions are subject to the limitations imposed by consideration of electron optical and lattice constraint effects. It is thought that by careful choice of imaging conditions the former is readily overcome for the present application, whereas the influence of the latter is yet to be established.
The method should be limited for the present to cases such as those considered here. of the lattice fringes can be specified to 0.1 R, and thus the experimental uncertainty is ± 5% for one fringe, ± 0.5% for ten fringes and ± 0.05% for one hundred fringes. -24- Figure 6 . A conventional superlattice dark field image of the antiphase boundary shown in Fig. 5 . considerably mo're information concerning the defect is present in the lattice image (Fig. 5) . 
